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cowsheds or pigsties. The net is 
installed in the ridge of the building 
or in the sides where there are 
“holes” for air/ventilation, and the 
birds are then prevented from 
flying into the building. 
 
BOP net types are extremely 
strong and are therefore also 
perfect for building of a movable 
 

aviary etc. The nets can also be 
used as a “roof” in aviaries or poultry 
runs. 
 
For further information regarding all 
our garden products or for advice on 
different fields of application, please 
do not hesitate to contact EXPO-
NET Denmark A/S or visit our web 
site: www.expo-net.com 
 

Technical specifications: 

Item no. Type Mesh size Width Length Colour 

5640561- 4 x 5m 20 x 25mm 4m 5m Green 

5641061- 4 x 10m 20 x 25mm 4m 10m Green 

5630561- 3 x 5m 20 x 25mm 3m 5m Green 

5650561- 5 x 5m 20 x 25mm 5m 5m Green 

5651061- 5 x 10m 20 x 25mm 5m 10m Green 

7310863-8200 2 x 100m 20 x 25mm 2m 100m Green 

7310863-8300 3 x 100m 20 x 25mm 3m 100m Green 

7310891-8300 3 x 100m 20 x 25mm 3m 100m Black 

   All measures are approximate. 

 

Technical specification anti-bird netting / BOP net: 

Item no. Type Mesh size Width Length Colour 

0090090-100 90/100 1.7 X 1.7cm 100cm 100m Black 

0090090-150 90/150 1.7 x 1.7cm 150cm 100m Black 

0090090-200 90/200 1.7 x 1.7cm 200cm 100m Black 

0090090-400 90/400 1.7 x 1.7cm 400cm 100m Black 

0090036-200 36/200 2.5 x 2.0cm 200cm 200m Black 

0090010-400 10/400 2.5 x 3.5cm 400cm 100m Black 

   All measures are approximate. 

EXPO-NET Anti-bird Netting 
 

Nothing is as good as berries from 
the garden, and the birds think so 
too. If possible, they pick away 
from plants and bushes. And the 
quantities that disappear are not 
small. If the birds are given a free 
rein, 40 to 60% of the yield 
disappears from the strawberry 
beds and berry bushes. The 
solution is to cover the crops with 
EXPO-NET garden netting. 
 

In addition in early spring the 
netting offers some protection 
against night frost. Garden netting 
is easy to install and remove. It is 
also possible to make a tunnel of 
the netting to place over the crops 
– or a tent-like construction so that 
it is possible to pick the crop under 
the netting. Remember to make 
sure that the netting is safely 
fastened along the edges so that 
birds do no climb under the 
netting. 
 

The great flexibility of the netting 
makes it possible to stretch it both 
lengthwise as well as across and 
in that way make it fit to the actual 
application. Furthermore, the 
flexibility prevents the birds from 
getting caught in the netting. 
 
 
 
 
EXPO-NET Anti-bird Netting /  
 

BOP Net 
 

EXPO-NET BOP nets effectively 
stop birds from entering into e.g.  
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Anti-bird Netting 

 
 

BOP 90/200 
 

 
 

BOP 36/200 

 


